
Tuesday’s work- example plan 

 

Plot: 5 friends go to the shopping centre. You’re walking through the 

shops having a good time, and then you notice that one of your 

friends has gone missing.  

 

Cast list: Liz, Ben, Nicole, Lucy and Stephen (Lucy goes missing)  

 

Location: In a shopping centre in London. It’s a Saturday lunchtime 

so it is quite busy. 

 

Story flow:  

All arriving at the shopping centre, discussion of some being late 

because of the buses.  

 

Walking around the shops. Boys getting bored as they don’t want to 

be looking at girls’ clothing shops. All getting a little hungry 

 

Decide to go eat lunch, walking through the centre, continuing their 

chat about school (they have all started year 7 in different schools 

so meet up at the weekends when they can) 

 

As they get to where they are having lunch, they look around and 

suddenly realise that Lucy isn’t there. They look around and begin to 

panic when no one knows where she is. SCENE 1 ENDS.  

 



They try ringing her phone, but none of them have signal as this part 

of the centre is underground. They discuss other options of what to 

do.  

 

Stephen is really beginning to moan that he is hungry now. Says Lucy 

will turn up and be absolutely fine, they are worrying for no reason. 

This causes a little argument to start between him and the rest of 

them.  

 

While they are arguing, a security guard comes over and tells them 

to keep the noise down. Liz turns away as she is embarrassed and 

notices a girl frantically waving at them from a large, empty table.  

 

Turns out lucy wasn’t lost at all, she has walked off to grab a table 

for them to sit at for lunch and no one had heard her. She tried 

ringing but there was zero signal.   

Scene 2 ends  

 

  


